SAIC Structured Transformation™


Traditionally, the process for modernizing the government’s legacy IT systems has been lengthy and complex. But SAIC has developed a better approach.

Structured Transformation accelerates and simplifies successful IT Modernization. By using our Transformation Delivery Assurance Framework™ (TDAF™) consisting of processes, formal planning, tools, and artifact libraries, combined with our core modernization solution portfolio, we deliver a fast, consistent approach to digital transformation.

With a comprehensive set of deliverables and thorough quality assurance checks at each step, we can help our customers digitally transform to improve their mission outcomes. Our solution enables our customers to rapidly adopt the right technologies at the right time so they can focus on what matters most.
### Benefits

**REDUCED RISK**
Our solution minimizes the common disruptions that come from introducing new technology through a quality assurance process that is rigorous without adding weight, enabled by pre-built but customizable modernization solutions anchored in real modernization efforts across Government.

**REAL ADOPTION**
By building a modernization harness to guide your organization, including robust transition enablers such as organizational change management, training, and communications, we ensure a successful transformation journey.

**VELOCITY OF CHANGE**
Structured Transformation creates early momentum that accelerates fundamental, positive change and reduces frequently encountered friction points, supported by rapid prototyping using our Innovation Factory.

The phases of Structured Transformation are standardized, but every outcome is unique. We understand that no two IT Modernization journeys are alike. By ensuring that specific requirements are baked into each step, we deliver the outcomes our customers demand to best serve their mission.

### How It Works
Structured Transformation’s TDAF is a five-step modular process that takes the customer from tailored requirements to validated outcomes. Each process is adjusted to the required level of rigor based on risk and complexity, ensuring the highest velocity to benefit.

The approach provides an end-to-end framework with a complete set of pre-developed deliverables designed to be tailored swiftly. Each step in the approach delivers an output that serves as the input for the next phase. TDAF phases are individually owned by expert personnel, which enhances quality assurance and ensures tangible, defined deliverables aligned with industry best practices.
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